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ABSTRACT
The cosine similarity measure is widely used in big data analysis
to compare vectors. In this article a new set of vector similarity
measures are proposed. New vector similarity measures are based on
a multiplication-free operator which requires only additions and sign
operations. A vector ’product’ using the multiplication-free operator
is also defined. The new vector product induces the `1-norm. As a
result, new cosine measure-like similarity measures are normalized
by the `1-norms of the vectors. They can be computed using the
MapReduce framework. Simulation examples are presented.
Index Terms— Multiplication-free operator, cosine similarity,
big data, MapReduce.
1. INTRODUCTION
The cosine similarity between two vectors is computed using the in-
ner product of two vectors divided by the `2-norms of the vectors.
It is widely used in big data analysis [1, 2]. In this article, a set of
low-power vector similarity measures are proposed to compare large
vectors. The new measures are low-power measures because they
can be computed without performing any multiplications. In C++,
1 million addition operations take 18 milliseconds, while 1 million
multiplication operations take 25 milliseconds on AMD Phenom II
X6 1090T Processor. Computing infrastructures should be as low
power as possible to make big data analysis as economical as possi-
ble [3].
Regular cosine similarity measure is based on multiplication as
shown in (1).
cos(x, y) = < x · y >‖x1‖2 · ‖y1‖2
, (1)
The goal of this paper is to reduce the number of multiplications as
much as possible.
We recently introduced a new multiplication-free vector product
[4–8] . It is based on an additive operator. Let a and b be two real
numbers. The new operator is defined as follows:




1, if a · b > 0,
0, if a · b = 0,
−1, if a · b < 0.
(3)
The operator  is basically a summation operation. However, the
sign of the result of a  b is the same as a × b. Therefore, the 
operator behaves like the multiplication operation.
We define a new ”vector product” of two N-dimensional vectors
x1 and x2 in RN as follows:




where x1(i) and x2(i) are the i-th entries of the vectors x1 and x2,
respectively. Notice that the vector product of a vector x with itself
reduces to a scaled l1 norm of x as follows:
< x x >=
N∑
i=1
x(i) x(i) = 2
N∑
i=1
|x(i)| = 2||x||1. (5)
Other related vector products are defined in Seciton 4.
Organization of the paper is as follows. The `1 norm based new
multiplication-free cosine similarity measures are defined in Sec-
tion 2. Properties of these new vector comparison measures are dis-
cussed in Section 3. In Section 4, hash function generation using the
multiplication-free operators is described. In Section 5, simulation
examples are presented. In Section 6, conclusions are drawn.
2. SIMILARITY MEASURE DEFINITIONS
Based on the new vector product, we define several vector similarity
measures between the two vectors x and y as follows:
c1(x, y) ,
< x y >
‖x‖1 + ‖y‖1
, (6)
where ‖x‖1 and ‖y‖1 are the `1 norms of vectors x and y, respec-
tively. Similar to the ordinary cosine similarity measure, the numer-
ator contains the vector product of the two vectors and the vector
product is normalized by the sum of the `1 norms of the two vectors
x and y. When x = y, c1(x, y) = 1 because < x x > = 2‖x‖1.





sign(xi × yi) ·max(|xi|, |yi|)
(‖x‖1 + ‖y‖1)/2
, (7)
where sign(xi × yi) is defined as in (3) and the vectors x =
[x1, x2, ..., xN ]
T and y = [y1, y2, ... , yN ], respectively.. A re-








where the maximum operation in (7) is replaced by the minimum
operation. The similarity measure c1 can also be normalized in a










Clearly, when x = y, c4(x, x) = 1. Similarly, c2 and c3 can also
be normalized as in c4.
In all similarity measures defined (6 - 9), the term sign(xi× yi)
is common and provides the correlation information between the two
vectors x and y. As a result, the computational complexity and power
consumption due to signal analysis can be decreased significantly.
Obviously, c1(x, y) = c1(y, x) in all three definitions [7–10].
Also, when x=y, they all produce the same result, i.e., c1(x, y) =
c2(x, y) = c3(x, y) = c4(x, y) = 1. Multiplication requires more
power than addition and relational max or min operations. Since all
three measures can be computed without performing any multiplica-
tions, they are all low-power vector similarity measures.
3. PROPERTIES OF NEW VECTOR COMPARISON
MEASURES
It is easy to show that
− 1 ≤ c1(x, y) ≤ 1, (10)
Therefore, a vector similarity measure similar to the ordinary cosine
similarity measure can be defined using Definition (6). As pointed




‖x‖+ ‖x‖ = 1, (11)
and
c2(x, x) = c3(x, x) = c4(x, x) =
‖x‖
‖x‖ = 1 (12)
It is possible to compute the new cosine similarity measures
when the vectors x and y are big in size so that they do not fit in
their entirety in the main memory of a computer. We can divide big
vectors into stripes of equal width so that each portion of the vectors
can fit into the main memory at a compute node in a cloud as shown
in Figure 1.
Therefore, each Map task can be assigned a chunk of the ”vector
product” operation. The Map and Reduce tasks can then compute
the vector product.
A related vector similarity measure defined by Kleinberg and









Fig. 1. Vector Product in MapReduce
Equation (13) cannot handle vectors with negative entries. When x









which is not a desirable result. The measure sim(x, y) may deviate
significantly from the cosine similarity measure for some x, y pairs.
Even if the vectors in a database contain only positive entries, it
may be advantageous to subtract the means of the vectors from the
vectors. It may be advantageous to compute the similarity on zero
mean vectors as pointed out in [1]. The similarity measure defined
in (6) is not useful when the entries of the vectors x and y are all
positive or all (negative). In this case the measure produces +1 for
all vectors with positive values. Therefore, means of the vectors
must be removed for meaningful results to use c1 properly. Other
measures c2, c3 and c4 can produce good similarity results for both
non-negative and real valued vectors.
4. RANDOM HYPERPLANE BASED HASH FUNCTIONS
BASED ON THE MULTIPLICATION-FREE VECTOR
PRODUCT
Hash functions are a computationally efficient way to reduce the
computational cost of big data analysis. Hash functions can reduce
the dimension of the vectors. As a result, they reduce the computa-
tional cost of big data analysis. Due to large number of dimensions
in big data problems, it is not practical to process the data as it is.
We define a family of hash functions given for a given set of
vectors ui, i = 1, 2, ..., L in RN as follows. We generate M ran-
dom vectors, r1, r2, ..., rM whose entries are drawn from i.i.d., zero-
mean Gaussian distributions with variance σ. Each random vector
rj , j = 1, 2, ...,M represents a hyperplane. For each random vector
rj and a given vector ui, we define a hash function hr as follows:
hr(ui) =
{
1, if < r ui > ≥ 0
0, if < r ui > < 0
(15)
Results of hrj (ui), j = 1, 2, ...,M are concatenated to con-
struct an M -bit hash vector [11]. It is also possible to define new
vector products and use them to construct hash functions in this arti-
cle based on maximum and minimum operations as follows:
< x⊕ y >=
N∑
i=1
sign(xi × yi) ·max(|xi|, |yi|) (16)
and
< x	 y >=
N∑
i=1
sign(xi × yi) ·min(|xi|, |yi|) (17)
The proposed vector products and cosine similarity measures
are applied to hash vectors and the data can be classified using a
k-nearest neighbor classifier. Simulation examples are presented in
the next section.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The Gesture Phase Segmentation data set [12] was made available
by UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository. The data set contains 5
classes and 1747 gesture phase data each having 18 attributes. In this
paper, simulations are carried out using the first two classes (202 in-
stances), the first three classes (900 instances) and the whole dataset
(1747 instances).
In all simulation studies that use the Gesture Segmentation
Dataset (Table: 1 - 6), we have a leave-one-out strategy. The size of
the test set is one and the training set contains the remaining data.
The test set is circulated to cover all instances. 1-nearest neighbor
classification is done using c1, c2, c3, c4 and cosine similarity mea-
sures. Classification accuracies for the two class data is given in
Table 1.
Table 1. Classification accuracies (Percentage) for the 2 class 1-
nearest neighbor classification with 6 different similarity measures.
The last row is the ordinary cosine similarity measure.








As shown in Table 1, using zero-mean input vectors improves
classification accuracies as compared to the classification accuracies
with standard input vectors. In this case, c1, c2 and sim similarity
measures classify the two class data worse than the ordinary cosine
similarity measure. However, c3 and c4 similarity measures out-
perform the cosine similarity measure with both standard and zero-
mean input vectors.
1-nearest neighbor classification accuracies for the three class
data is given in Table 2.
Three class 1-nearest neighbor classification accuracies are sim-
ilar to the previous case as shown in Table 2. c1, c2 and sim similar-
ity measures fail to classify the data. However, c3 and c4 similarity
measures classify the data better than the cosine similarity measure.
As shown in Table 3, the five class 1-nearest neighbor classifica-
tion accuracies are similar to the two and three class case. c1, c2 and
Table 2. Classification accuracies (Percentage) for the 3 class 1-
nearest neighbor classification with 6 different similarity measures.
The last row is the ordinary cosine similarity measure.








Table 3. Classification accuracies (Percentage) for the 5 class 1-
nearest neighbor classification with 6 different similarity measures.
The last row is the ordinary cosine similarity measure.








sim similarity measures classify the data worse than the cosine sim-
ilarity measure. However, c3 and c4 similarity measures produces
better results than the cosine similarity measure in this dataset.
Table 4. Classification accuracies (Percentage) for the 2 class 2-
nearest neighbor classification with 6 different similarity measures.
The last row is the ordinary cosine similarity measure.








Two class 2-nearest neighbor classification accuracies are shown
in Table 4. For c1, c2, c3, c4 and cosine similarity measures, classi-
fication accuracies are almost the same as in 1-nearest neighbor case
(Table 1). However, sim similarity measure classifies the data better
in 2-nearest neighbor case than in 1-nearest neighbor case.
As shown in Table 5, hashing is applied to the input vectors be-
fore classification. Since hash function uses random Gaussian num-
bers to hash the data, classification accuracies are clearly worse than
no-hashing cases. In this case, c2 and sim similarity measures clas-
sify the data worse than the cosine similarity measure and c1, c3 and
c4 similarity measures classify the data better than the cosine simi-
larity measure. This is the first case that c1 similarity measure can
outperform the cosine similarity measure.
In Table 6, hashing is done using 6 different operators and classi-
fication is done using only the cosine similarity measure. Two class,
1-nearest neighbor classification with ordinarily hashed input vec-
tors using cosine similarity measure is also presented in the last row
Table 5. Classification accuracies (Percentage) for the 2 class 1-
nearest neighbor classification using 16 bit hashed input vectors with
6 different similarity measures. The last row is the ordinary cosine
similarity measure.








Table 6. Cosine similarity classification accuracies (Percentage) for
2 class 1-nearest neighbor classification with 16 bit hashed input vec-
tors created by 6 different hashing operators. The last row is the
ordinary hashing operation.







dot product 68.1 70.3
of Table 5. Most of the alternative operators perform worse than the
ordinary hashing operator. Hashing with c1 and c2 operators can
outperform ordinary hashing operator only with standard input vec-
tors.
5.1. Query Retrieval using TF-IDF Vectors Based on the
Multiplication-Free Vector Similarity Measures
TF-IDF is a computationally efficient method to compute similarity
of two text documents [13]. The TF-IDF matrix is computed as in
[13]. Ordinary TF-IDF methods use the cosine similarity measure
to compare TF-IDF vectors of documents. We also apply the new
multiplication-free similarity measures defined in Equations (6 - 9)
in order to further reduce the computational cost of query retrieval.
Simulation examples are presented in the next section.
In this example, 964 randomly chosen song lyrics are used. The
query is chosen as: ”she”, ”believe”, ”peace”, ”again” and TF-IDF
vector of query is constructed. Then, TF-IDF values of each key-
word is computed for each song seperately in order to construct 964
TF-IDF vectors. Mean value of each TF-IDF vector is subtracted
from itself in order to obtain zero-mean vectors. Similarity values
between TF-IDF vector of each song and the TF-IDF vector of query
is computed using 6 different similarity measures. First ten songs
with highest similarity values are presented as query results. The
similarity measure sim (Equation (13)) produces meaningless re-
sults with zero-mean vectors, therefore simulations are carried out
with standard TF-IDF vectors in this case.
As shown in Table 7, c1, c2, c3 and c4 similarity measures can
return the first ten songs the same as the cosine similarity does. The
similarity measures c1, c2, c3 and c4 can make little mistakes by con-
fusing the places of two consecutive songs. Among 5 approximate
similarity measures, c1 is the most successful one, which returns 8
Table 7. First ten songs with the highest TF-IDF similarity values
in the order for query = ”she believe peace again” using 5 different
vector similarty measures. The first column is the ordinary cosine
similarity measure.
Cosine c1 c2 c3 c4 sim
#551 #551 #551 #551 #551 #834
#590 #590 #590 #590 #590 #829
#321 #321 #321 #805 #321 #443
#805 #805 #805 #321 #805 #590
#443 #443 #443 #834 #443 #421
#834 #834 #834 #443 #834 #350
#421 #829 #829 #829 #829 #563
#829 #421 #421 #421 #421 #551
#350 #350 #429 #429 #350 #357
#429 #429 #350 #350 #429 #805
query results in the same order as the cosine similarity does. sim
(Equation (13)) similarity measure can return 8 songs the same as
cosine similarity does, but it fails to return them in the right order.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, new vector similarity measures based on multiplication-
free operators are defined. New operators are low power operators
because they use only additions, sign comparisons and minimum
and maximum operations. It is experimentally observed that the
new measures produce comparable results as the cosine similarity
measure in two datasets.
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